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What is the Carnegie Foundation for the 

Advancement of Teaching?

• Funded by Andrew Carnegie as an operating, not a 
grant-making foundation

• Created teacher pensions = TIAA/CREF

• Created the Carnegie Classification system

• Enforced unit load standard = Carnegie Unit
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What Makes Us Different 

• Building an ongoing networked improvement 
community focused on a high leverage problem: 
increasing pass rates in developmental math

• Combining the worlds of research and practice

– Collaboratory – “a center without walls”

– Partnerships with the UT Austin/Dana Center, UCLA, U. of 
Pittsburgh, Stanford University, University of Minnesota, IHI

– For instructional design, cognitive science, social 
psychology, improvement science

• Focus on continuous improvement
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Carnegie Dev Math Pathways Initiative

• Target: double the number of dev math students to 
and through a college level math course in one year

Two pathways:
– Statway™: dev math students to and through college level 

statistics in one year

– Quantway™ : dev math students to and through college 
level quantitative literacy course in one year

Outcomes determined by members of leading statistical and 
mathematics organizations, supported by AMS, ASA, 
AMATYC, MAA, NNN
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• Statway™

– To-and-through college level statistics in one year

– Developmental math in the service of statistics

• Statway™ Facts

– 19 community colleges

• 11 are ATD colleges

– 3 CSU Universities (

– In 5 states: CA, WA, TX, FL, CT

– Launched in Summer 2010

– Pilot Year 2011-2012
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Statway™
CA

AMERICAN RIVER
FOOTHILL
MT. SAC
PIERCE
SAN DIEGO CITY

CT
CAPITAL
GATEWAY
HOUSATONIC
NAUGATUCK VALLEY

BOLD = ATD College

FL
MIAMI DADE
TALLAHASSEE
VALENCIA

TX
AUSTIN
EL PASO
HOUSTON
NORTHWEST VISTA
RICHLAND

WA
SEATTLE CENTRAL
TACOMA



• Quantway™ 

– Quantitative literacy courses

– A developmental math course followed by a college level 
course 

• Quantway™  Facts

– 8 community colleges

• 2 are ATD colleges

– In 3 states: NY, OH, GA

– Launched in Fall 2010

– First pilot Spring 2012
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• Quantway™ 
– GA

• GAINESVILLE STATE

• EAST GEORGIA

• SOUTH GEORGIA

– NY

• BOROUGH OF MANHATTAN

• ONONDAGA

• WESTCHESTER

– OH

• CUYAHOGA

• SINCLAIR

BOLD = ATD College
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What Makes the Pathways Unique

• Curriculum 

– Conceptual rather than procedural learning and design

– Outcomes determined by members of leading statistical and mathematics 
organizations, supported by AMS, ASA, AMATYC, MAA, NNN

– Faculty co-development – lesson study

• Pedagogy

• Articulation

• Professional Development

• Productive Persistence – (Student engagement and development)

• Language and Literacy
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An example

Focusing on how students learn



Learning Theory Principles

• Rich task or overarching question motivates the development of concepts

• Students bring their own experience and reasoning to solve problems 

• Focus on fewer topics in greater depth

• Stress conceptual understanding over procedural fluency

• Jim Stigler and Karen Givven, UCLA

– http://vimeo.com/19769755

http://vimeo.com/19769755


Statistics and 
Mathematics 
Proficiency: 
Flexible and 

stable 
knowledge of 

concepts, 
procedures, 

strategies; and 
productive 
disposition

Explicit 
connections to 
mathematical/s

tatistical 
concepts

Struggle with 
important 

mathematics/st
atistics

Deliberate 
practice 
applying 

concepts/proce
dures to solving 

problems

Students engage productively with learning 
opportunities:

•Believe they are capable of learning math, gradually 
over time
•See math as something that makes sense, that one 
can “figure out”
•Willing to invest persistent effort

Primary Drivers
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Teachers effectively implement curriculum with 
students to create learning opportunities:

•Belief that these students are capable of learning 
math and statistics
•See math as something that makes sense, that one 
can “figure out”
•Skills and knowledge to implement instructional 
system: engage students in problems; make 
concepts explicit in ways students can understand; 
provide emotional support

Instructional resources that afford creation of 
learning opportunities:

•Relevant to students interests
•Statistics (as distinct from math, to allay anxiety)
•Focus on understanding/thinking with concepts
•Clear learning goals (concepts & skills) aligned with 
formative and summative assessments
•Lesson structure: struggle, then instruction
•Conceptual flows to structure instruction

Secondary Drivers: How do these teachers use these
Instructional resources to create learning opportunities 
for these students
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Another example

Focus on productive persistence



What is productive persistence?

Tenacity + Good strategies



Productive 
Persistence

Students have weak 
ties to peers, faculty 
and course of study

Attendance
Assignments
Help-seeking
Learning from errors
Effort after failure
Embracing challenge

Course material not 
seen as interesting 

or useful

Students don’t see 
themselves as math 

learners

Students need skills 
and habits required 
for college success

Skills

Mindsets
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• Math Faculty:

– Surveys of math faculty 

– Statway summer institute

• Interviews with students:

– Students attending Foothill 
college.

– Arleen Arnsparger, from the 
CCCSE.

• Reviews of the literature, 
emphasizing articles authored 
by:

– Bandura; Beilock; Cohen; 
Duckworth; Elliot; Hulleman; 
Dweck; MDRC; Oyserman; 
Vansteenkiste; Walton; 
Zimmerman

• Tests of the model:

– Uri Treisman

– Arleen Arnsparger,

– Lawrence Morales, 

– Jane Muhich

– Rose Asera

– Mary Ann Firpo

• Coaching:

– Lindsay Martin, IHI

Developing the Model of Change



Three Productive Persistence Projects

• 90-day cycle:Which of these drivers can we affect in the first 
3 weeks? What activities, supports and norms would be 
appropriate? How do we know?

• Project: Self-regulated learning integrated in the curriculum

• Project: Engineering procedures and materials for online 
interventions



Statway and Quantway 

Moving forward



Currently Funded by
(in alphabetical order)

• Carnegie Corp, NY

• Gates Foundation

• Hewlett Foundation

• Kresge Foundation

• Lumina Foundation

• Other
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Structure and Timelines

• Year 1: Academic Year 2010-11 Co-Development Year

• Year 2: Academic Year 2011-12 Pilot year

• Year 3: Academic Year 2012-13 Continuous improvement

• PENDING FUTURE FUNDING

• Years 3-5 Expansion and scaling
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Where things stand

• Currently developing requirements for joining as a 
Carnegie Statway and Quantway college

• Seeking funding for scaling in years 3 – 5

• Statway has been articulated to the CSU system to 
meet GE breadth requirements 
– Intermediate Algebra requirement has been waived. 

– This would be true for all SCCCD colleges for 2013. 

– Local college course approval would still be necessary,  as well 
as appropriate professional development.

• Contact us
pathways@carnegiefoundation.org
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Thank You!

Questions?


